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Applicant, Diversegy, LLC was organized on December 27,2010 as a Texas Limited Liability Company. 

Diversegy was founded by Mr. Alex Rodriguez and Mr. Cesar Garcia along with a few private individual 

investors. Mr. Rodriguez was a co-founder and Chief Operating Officer of Stream Energy of Dallas, Texas, 

one of the most successful retail energy companies of all time. Also joining Diversegy at the beginning 

was Mr. Steven Boss. Mr. Boss is a long time veteran of the energy industry having served as CEO of 

several retail energy companies including Commerce Energy Company of Costa Mesa, California. 

Rounding out the management team were several individuals that had previously worked with Mr. 

Rodriguez at Stream Energy. 

Diversegy commenced operations in early 2011 from offices in Dallas, Texas. Diversegy's initial 

operations were in the brokerage of electricity in the State of Texas through direct sales using a limited 

number of sales agents and Diversegy consultants. Mr. Rodriguez recognized an opportunity in the Multi 

Level Marketing space in energy. Although Stream and several others had done remarkably well, their 

impact on the commercial energy customer base was far less impressive. Mr. Rodriguez set out to create 

a platform that would address this opportunity. Diversegy originally worked with a Dallas based start up 

energy MLM and developed a state of the art Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system 

centered on an MLM model, along with sales training, incentives, compensation plans and business 

processes. When that particular company failed in its efforts to launch, Diversegy was introduced to the 

executives at SLiNX Global, Inc. of Rochester, New York. 

SLiNX had been an MLM in existence for almost 10 years, primarily in Telecom. SLiNX was in the process 

of launching an energy offering for its network of direct sale representatives and was interested in the 

platform and back office Diversegy had built in anticipation of providing services to an MLM company in 

selling electricity and gas to commercial customers. In June, 2011 Diversegy and SLiNX entered into an 

agreement whereby Diversegy would provide certain systems, knowhow and contractual services to 

SLiNX and its network of representatives in order to facilitate the sale of electricity and natural gas 

primarily to commercial customers. In the process, SLiNX provided certain funding to Diversegy and 

became a minority equity owner in Diversegy, LLC. 

The program works with the SLiNX representative contacting a relative or acquaintance (called a warm 

lead) about the potential customer's interest in switching its energy service to an independent energy 

provider. The SLinx representative procures a Letter of Authorization to obtain historical usage data and 

copies of 2 recent bills. This information is entered into the proprietary Diversegy CRM system and 

tracked. A Diversegy employee then contacts the SLiNX representative and the representative's 

potential customer to assist the representative in obtaining and communicating various pricing and 

service plans to obtain a transaction that the customer desires. The customer then enters a contract 

with the supplier chosen and all pertinent information is entered into Diversegy's CRM system, including 

the brokerage commission agreed upon with the supplier. Diversegy's CRM system then monitors all 

aspects of the transaction and provides visibility both to SLiNX and to the representative. Diversegy's 

system collects the commissions and distributes the appropriate amounts to SLiNX and to Diversegy 

according to formulas in the agreement between SLiNX and Diversegy. 



Recently, Diversegy secured significant new funding and plans to expand its operations beyond the 

SLiNX channel. The SLiNX equity interest is being repurchased and the services contract expires mid 

2013. Diversegy is currently investigating opportunities and developing plans to utilize its extensive 

experience, technical capabilities and existing proprietary platform to introduce new products and 

innovations into the retail energy brokerage space. 


